Men's Tennis Match Results
San Diego City vs. Riverside
January 28, 2014
2:00 p.m.
Location: San Diego, Calif.

SDCC 0, Riverside 9

Singles
1. David Stanko (RCC) def. German Ziella (SDCC) 6-0, 6-0
2. Danny Garcia (RCC) def. Donald Stiles (SDCC) 6-0, 6-0
3. Yann Herve (RCC) def. David Lin (SDCC) 6-2,
4. Patrick Stetco (RCC) def. David Salazar (SDCC) 7-5, 6-0
5. Jeffrey Fecomme (RCC) def. Gene Norman (SDCC) 6-0, 6-0
6. Conner Stephenson (RCC) def. David Jaime (SDCC) 6-0, 6-0

Doubles
1. Danny Garcia/Conner Stephenson (RCC) def. Donald Stiles/German Ziella (SDCC) 8-0
2. Yann Herve/Sergio Romero (RCC) def. David Lin/David Salazar (SDCC) 8-1
3. David Stanko/Jeffrey Fecomme (RCC) def. David Gonzales/Bismark Aguilar (SDCC) 8-1

Record:
SDCC 0-1